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When You Wanna Ride, and You Can’t

L

ast issue i wrote about our compulsion to ride, versus
not having a choice but to suit up and go. This time it’s more of what we all dread: the
desire to be out riding and the physical inability to do it.

Our company Christmas party was the week
before Christmas, held at the ice rink they’d
built at the Santa Ana Star Center. Now that
David is an 8-year-old hockey prodigy it was
the perfect venue. I, on the other hand, hadn’t
been on ice skates in 20 years. Maybe you

told them I thought I’d dislocated my hip. It
took very little time and a couple of x-rays to
determine I’d broken my hip in three places.
The next day they screwed my bones back
together and installed a “nail” down the
length of my femur bone. A week later I was
released from the hospital, just graduating
from a walker to crutches.

can see where this is going.
While chasing David around on the ice I
fell down. It seemed pretty inconsequential,
but I couldn’t get back up, and my foot was
pointing in a funny direction. UNM Hospital
was right next door, so we went there and I
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Though recovery has been amazingly fast – little more than a month after surgery I’m already
using a cane – it will still be weeks before I’m walking and months before I can think about getting
back on the motorcycle. I don’t have to tell you that’s the real hard part. I’ve gone from riding
even when I didn’t really want to, to not being able to ride at all. Needless to say, I prefer the
former to the latter.
After I became mobile enough to navigate the garage I sadly put the charger on the F650
and disconnected the battery on the K12 (it’s a lithium iron battery, which requires a special
charger that I don’t have). Now I must bear the sight of my two wheeled friends disabled until
some unknown future date, their tires gradually deflating and their gasoline decomposing. Oh
the humanity…
It’s some small consolation that it’s February, and my riding during this coldest month of
the year is usually counted on my fingers. But still, on those days when it rises into the 50’s
and I hear the bikes whizzing past my house my throttle hand starts to get itchy and I dream of
the wind in my face again. Plus, it looks like this year for the first time ever I’ll be attending the
Progressive Breakfast in a four wheeled box, and though it will be great to see you all it will still
be a bittersweet trip. I hope you won’t mind my hobbling around your bikes parked at each stop,
aching to be out riding with you.
Which brings me around to the point of this column: fear. A few years ago I fell riding my
bicycle and broke my wrist. Since then my bicycling is a small fraction of what it once was.
After my skating episode, it’s fair to say that I won’t be out on the ice any time soon, if ever. I
know several people who have had alarming experiences on their motorcycles and have either
severely curtailed their riding or ended it altogether.

So where is the line between knowing your limits, getting back on the horse, or just being
scared? I know for myself, I am leery these days getting on a bicycle, even though I know the
chance of mishap is pretty slim. I’ve gotten back on that horse, though not with the enthusiasm
that I once had. Right now I’ve got a lot of fear around the ice skating thing, and even about falling
down – it’s become a big frightening unknown. So far I haven’t had a severe enough incident on
my motorcycle to keep me away (though I’ve certainly had “incidents”), but I’m also aware that
it wouldn’t take a whole lot right at the moment. Even navigating the crazy New Mexico traffic
is a lot more nerve wracking than just a few months ago.
I’ve always hoped that I would have the fortitude to put away two wheels when it became
beyond my abilities, and I have enormous respect for others I know who have done just that.
Motorcycling is such a part of who I am that I know it would be, and must have been for them,
a wrenching decision to make. Still, I would want to know that it was a decision being made
rationally, because I know I’ve reached the end of my ability, and not because riding becomes
too fearful an experience to face. I know the road of fear leads to an ever more claustrophobic
life, and that scares me more than bicycling, skating or riding.
I’ve always been of the opinion that the end of life should be a blazing crash at the finish
line rather than a quiet descent into extended care oblivion, but living it out is much different
than raising your beer in a loud bar with your drunk friends. I would love to ride my bicycle
down mountain trails, get out and race around with David on the ice, and to be an 80-year-old
motorcyclist, but at the moment I’ve got a lot of questions and uncertainty.
But I would prefer to strongarm the fear, rather than have it strongarm me.
David Wilson, editor
January/February 2017
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The

Christmas

Party!

The party
was packed!
Jan and Mary
were the glue
holding the
event together
while the rest of us just had a great big par-tay!
The riding Challenge t-shirt awards was one
of the highlights of the day. It proved that even
though we eat a lot, we ride too.
Christmas is about toys, and we collected

T

he call of the pasta called them out of their slumber, only to find the skies clear and the
weather warm. A perfect day to wrest the bike out of temporary winter storage and ride
down to…the biggest club bash of the year! Trombino’s burst at the seams with the crowd
of hungry holiday partiers gathering to say farewell to a perfect riding season with an
appropriately abundant spread of friends and food.
In addition, there were awards to hand out to the intrepid finalists in the year’s Riding Challenge
adventure. Activities Czar Jon Helm outlined his vision of the next year’s riding for the club, and
Richard Larson even took the brave step of
becoming next year’s rally chair, guaranteeing
another Bavarain Mountain Weekend to look
forward to. Club members brought piles of
toys for the Bearded Villains to bring to UNM
Children’s Hospital. And, no surprise, there
were no leftovers when the dust settled.
So take a bit of a two-wheeled rest, and
suit up for the launch of this year’s riding
season at February’s Progressive Breakfast.
But it will be burritos, not Italian.
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59 of them for the Bearded Villians to deliver
to UNM Children’s Hospital. Here’s a photo
of them in the elevator with red wagons to
refill with toys. The club turned out the toys in
droves for the kids!
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LOE B MW R C ALE N DAR

FEBRUARY
S

GENERAL CALENDAR INFO

more, and finally you ride and eat. Each eating
stop is hosted by one of our members. Best of
all, this is a free event and benefit to all our
current paid-up LOE BMW R members. Our
final meeting location is also our first meeting
of the year and we will be holding our annual
officer elections. Please be sure to attend and
cast your vote!
Yes, this is Superbowl Sunday and yes,
you will be back in front of the tube in plenty
of time to enjoy the pregame activities (if
you’re into that). Locations of the 3 stops and
suggested arrival times can be found on our
website in the protected Members Only area
at http://www.loebmwr.org/MembersOnly/
ProgressiveBreakfast.aspx.

As always, while event information is posted
in the Shaft, there may be last minute changes,
which will be reflected on the Message
Board. If you cannot visit the Message Board,
the ride contact person can notify you of
changes. Please note all rides are at the
individual’s own discretion and risk. These are
destination rides so each person should “ride
their own ride” while meeting up with others
at the various destinations of the ride. Be
sure you’re aware of the route and bring your
own maps/GPS to assist you. Exchanging cell
phone numbers with other ride participants
is recommended. If you decide to drop out
of the ride at some point during the ride,
notifying at least one other ride participant of
your intention to drop out will help alleviate
unnecessary confusion or concern for your
whereabouts. All information will be posted
to the Calendar page.

They will have coffee and breakfast snacks
between 9-10:30 am for us to enjoy before
we go for a ride or whatever comes up.

ON ANY SUNDAY

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 19

Some gather for Sunday breakfast at Milly’s
on Jefferson just North of San Antonio. Meet
between 7:30 and 8:30 am.

Be sure to check the Message Board for upto-the-minute news on the when and the
where.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 4

SATURDAY, MARCH 4

They will have coffee and breakfast snacks
between 9-10:30 am for us to enjoy before
we go for a ride or whatever comes up.

They will have coffee and breakfast snacks
between 9-10:30 am for us to enjoy before
we go for a ride or whatever comes up.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 5

SUNDAY, MARCH 5

SANDIA BMW COFFEE

THE PROGRESSIVE BREAKFAST

Beginning at 8:30am! For those of you new to
the club, the Progressive Breakfast is a club
tradition and consists of a three stops where
you ride and eat, then you ride and eat some

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 18

SANDIA BMW COFFEE

LUNCH RENDEZVOUS

SANDIA BMW COFFEE

TRAVELING BREAKFAST

At 9 am we will be visiting lovely downtown
Bosque Farms at Sopa’s Resturant, 1700
Bosque Farms Blvd., Bosque Farms, NM
87068. Be sure to check the Message Board

T

for up-to-the-minute news on the when and
the where.
SATURDAY, MARCH 18

SANDIA BMW COFFEE

They will have coffee and breakfast snacks
between 9-10:30 am for us to enjoy before
we go for a ride or whatever comes up.
SUNDAY, MARCH 19

LUNCH RENDEZVOUS

Be sure to check the Message Board for upto-the-minute news on the when and the
where.

THE ICE CREAM RIDE

by Jon Helm, Activities Czar
Why do we call this weekend ride Ice Cream?
Well don’t ask me I have only been a member
of LOE BMW R for 8 years.
It will take place in scenic Glenwood,
New Mexico. In keeping with the original
concept of this event, attendees are advised
that this will not be an organized gathering,
so you will be on your own for eats and
drinks. Housing is available at Los Olmos
(575-539-2224) and the Whitewater (575539-2581). The pizza joint is open Thursday
and Saturday, the general store has fossil
fuel and foodstuffs, and food and fuel are
also available in nearby Alma.
Some members get there on Thursday, but
technically the gathering extends from the
5th to the 7th. The great roads of southwest
New Mexico, and the Devils Hiway are the
reason to go! For details watch the Forum
and the Shaft.
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NOTE CONCERNING THE CALENDAR
You are strongly encouraged to check the
Message Board and the Calendar on the web
site before any event, to be apprised of any lastminute changes. You’ll also find impromptu
rides posted, reviews and opinions on club
activities as they happen.
January/February 2017
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COME CHECK OUT OUR NEW SHOWROOM
AND THE ALL NEW 2015 MODELS!!

Sandia BMW Motorcycles
6001 PAN AMERICAN WEST FWY NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87109-3421
505-884-9137

LOE B MW R N E WS
VICTORY MOTORCYCLES TO
CEASE OPERATIONS

by Ron Lieback, www.ultimatemotorcycling.com
Due to declining sales and loss of profit over
three of the past five years, Polaris Industries
will “wind down” its Victory Motorcycles
brand. Victory is going out of business.
Polaris’s goal is to liquid all existing
dealership inventory, but continue to supply
parts, service and warranty coverage for a
10-year period. Polaris will now shift all focus
on its “more recognized” motorcycle brand,
Indian Motorcycle.
Victory Motorcycles, which began
production in 1998 out of Spirit Lake, Iowa,

peaked in sales in 2012. In 2015, Victory
Motorcycles only represented 3% of Polaris
sales; that year, Victory dealerships sold on
average 20 motorcycles a year.
“This was an incredibly difficult decision
for me, my team and the Polaris Board of
Directors,” said Polaris Industries Chairman
and CEO Scott Wine. “Over the past 18 years,
we have invested not only resources, but our
hearts and souls, into forging the Victory
Motorcycles brand, and we are exceptionally
proud of what our team has accomplished.
“Since inception, our teams have designed
and produced nearly 60 Victory models that
have been honored with 25 of the industry’s
top awards. The experience, knowledge,
infrastructure and capability we’ve built in
those 18 years gave us the confidence to

acquire and develop the Indian Motorcycle
brand, so I would like to express my gratitude
to everyone associated with Victory
Motorcycles and celebrate your many
contributions.”
Polaris says Victory Motorcycles has
struggled to claim its part of the market share
and remain profitable: “The competitive
pressures of a challenging motorcycle market
have increased the headwinds for the brand.
Given the significant additional investments
required for Victory to launch new global
platforms that meet changing consumer
preferences, and considering the strong
performance and growth potential of Indian
Motorcycle, the decision to more narrowly
focus Polaris’ energy and investments
became quite clear.”
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With this move complete, Polaris will
now concentrate on Indian Motorcycle
and its three-wheel Slingshot brand. This
concentration includes increased cashflow
for R&D, sales, more effective marketing, and
increased floor space at Polaris dealerships
due to the absence of Victory Motorcycles.
The Spirit Lake facility, along with the other
in Spearfish, S.D., will focus only on Indian
Motorcycle production; Slingshot production
will remain in Huntsville, Ala.
Polaris says Indian distribution is anticipated to increase 1.5 times over the next
three-five years; there are currently 350
Indian dealers globally, and 150 of those currently share space with Victory Motorcycles.
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Greg Camp
was the first
rider to visit a
museum just a
few days after
the Christmas
party.

RIDING CHALLENGE 2017:
MUSEUMS OF NEW MEXICO

by Jon Helm, Activities Czar
The 2017 Riding Challenge, Museums of
New Mexico, has started! Sponsored by LOE
BMW R and Sandia BMW Motorcycles, and
organized by the same folks who did a great
job organizing our 2016 “Joy of Geology”
riding challenge, Sandy & Amy Ballard.
Ride to the museum locations depicted on
the Riding Challenge Map at https://drive.
google.com/open?id=1bBK4M ... sp=sharing,
and take a photograph of you and your bike in
front of a museum sign. If you are by yourself
and can’t manage a selfie, a picture of just your
bike in front of the sign is acceptable. You do
not have to actually enter the museum, but,
hey, why would you ride all that way and not
go in?
Email your photos anytime to Sandy
Ballard at sballard999@gmail.com to earn
credit for visiting the museum.
You are also invited to upload your pictures
to this post on the Message Board. Maybe
challenge others to achieve what you’ve
already accomplished?
Post your photos to the Message Board,

share your accomplishments with the rest of
the club, maybe challenge them to see if they
are able to accomplish what you’ve done?
If you send a really cool photo, it will be
included on the Riding Challenge Map and
on the LOE BMW R website. A spreadsheet
containing a list of folks who have visited
each museum will be posted at http://www.
loebmwr.org/ridingchallenge.aspx, and it will
updated from time to time. Photos must be
sent to sballard999@gmail.com no later than
midnight, November 5, 2017 (the date we
switch back Standard Time).
When you visit at least 30 of the 50
museums you will win a coveted 2017 Riding
Challenge T-shirt which you will be able
to pick up at Sandia BMW Motorcycles in
Albuquerque.
The winner(s) of the Riding Challenge will
be those folks who visit the most museums.
For example, if 3 people visit 45 museums,
and no one visits more than 45 museums,
those 3 people will be the winners of the Riding
Challenge. Winners will receive additional
prizes, which will be distributed at the LOE
BMW R Christmas Party in early December.

THE CHALLENGE SO FAR…
January 8: The Riding Challenge is underway
and 5 riders have already visited 9 museums
(total of 15 rider-museum visits).
January 8 was such a beautiful day that
Amy and I got out to tick off three museums
in the Albuquerque area including Tinkertown
in the East Mountains.
January 12: Boy, you get a little warm
weather and LOE BMW R Riding Challenge
Riders come crawling out of the woodwork!
We now have 9 riders pursuing the dream
of owning one of the coveted 2017 Riding
Challenge T-shirts. 11 of the 50 museums
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have been visited, with the Nuclear Science
and History Museum and the Tinkertown
Museum being the most popular destinations
(each has been visited 6 times).
January 29: Greg Camp went out on this
beautiful winter weekend and visited 13
museums in the eastern and northeastern
parts of our lovely state, putting in about 1100
miles in the process. Greg has now visited a
total of 28 museums, he is poised complete
all 50 before most of us even oil our chains
for the spring riding season!
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LOE B MW R CLU B I N FO
O FFICE R S
INFORMATION
Info@LOEBMWR.org
LOE BMW R general inquiries
PRESIDENT
Rod Getting
President@LOEBMWR.org
VICE PRESIDENT
Loch Page
VicePresident@LOEBMWR.org
MEMBERSHIP SERVICES
Lynn Coburn
Membership@LOEBMWR.org
MEMBERSHIP RECORDS
Rod Getting
Membership@LOEBMWR.org
COMMUNICATIONS
RJ Mirabal
Communications@LOEBMWR.org

ACTIVITIES
Jon Helm
Activities@LOEBMWR.org
RALLY CHAIR
David Hudson
Rally@LOEBMWR.org

JOI N TH E LO E B MW R

S U B M IT TO TH E S HAF T

Yearly dues are $35. Dues are payable
on January 1. Nonpaying members will be
rendered inactive on March 1st. For more
information or to pay:

Send in your stories, opinions, pictures,
gripes…we publish anything! Send your
contributions to:

Land of Enchantment BMW Riders
PO Box 92095
Albuquerque, NM
87199-2095

TREASURER
Jan
Treasurer@LOEBMWR.org
SECRETARY
Bede Crawford
Secretary@LOEBMWR.org

www.loebmwr.org

NEWSLETTER
David Wilson
Newsletter@LOEBMWR.org

BENEFITS OF BECOMING A MEMBER
• 10% discount at Sandia/Santa Fe BMW for
BMW items
• 10% discount off entire ticket at OCD
Custom Cycles & Repair in Santa Fe
• Annual winter Progressive Breakfast
• Club birthday picnic
• Christmas party
• Rides
• Camaraderie

or contact membership@loebmwr.org

WEBMASTER
Terry Rowley
Webmaster@LOEBMWR.org

SHAFT ADVERTISING RATES
$225/yr. – K page
$150/yr. – N page
$100/yr. – Business Card Size

BMW Riders Club
Land of Enchantment

David Wilson
727-2 Cedar Hill La NE
Albuquerque, NM 87122
505-328-6163
david@davidwilsondesign.us
Computer files are easiest for me, or you can
fax it, or scribble on a piece of paper and mail
it. I don’t care! And don’t forget lots and lots
of pictures.
All stories © by the individual authors, used
by permission.
Newsletter design and production by

david@david wilson design.us
www. david wilson design.us

10% off BMW parts and labor!

Must present current LOEBMWR Club membership card at time of service.
Marc Beyer, Master Technician - Specializing in BMW Motorcycles,

Vintage, and Racing. Mercedes-Benz Expert.

505-428-0646
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www.ocdcustomcycles.com
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TH E R E AR VI E W
LATEST MOTO TRENDS PART 1:
CARBON REVOLUTION, LEVEL
PLAYING FIELD

2016 has been one of the best years in
motorcycling with so many brands upping
their game and introducing cutting edge
new models. Today life-saving electronic
safety features, such as ABS, are available
on almost all large capacity bikes from the
main players. The superbike segment has
now become a level playing field for the top
Japanese brands, as each have introduced
brand new models loaded with the latest

BMW BITS
THE NAVIGATOR VI: THE
PERFECT PARTNER FOR
PLEASURABLE MOTORCYCLE
TOURS

BMW Motorrad presents the new Navigator
VI, available from March 2017 alongside
the existing Navigator V, comprising a new
navigation system with numerous innovative
features in addition to further enhanced
functionality. The new system retains the
same external dimensions as before, as
well as the 5” display, which, thanks to the
inclusion of a circular polarisation filter,
now benefits from enhanced readability,
particularly in strong and direct sunlight.

in electronic rider aids, diminishing the
dominance once held by BMW, Ducati and
Aprilia. It’s very exciting to think of what the
next gen BMW RR or Ducati superbike might
bring to the table – carbon fiber frames for
the masses perhaps?
Speaking of Carbon Fiber, 2016 also
saw a revolution in ultra lightweight use of
carbon composites in structural engineering
for motorcycles. Two of the world’s most
advanced brands, BMW & Ducati, launched
all carbon sportbikes, HP4 Race and 1299
Superleggera respectively.

BMW MOTORRAD ACHIEVES ITS
SIXTH ALL-TIME SALES HIGH

BMW MOTORRAD BECOMES THE
FIRST MOTORCYCLE BRAND ON
PARTSLINK24

BMW Motorrad once again sold more
motorcycles and maxi scooters in 2016 than
ever before. Supplies increased by 5.9%
as compared to the previous year. As of
December 2016, a total of 145,032 vehicles
(previous year: 136,963 units) were supplied
to customers.

BMW Motorrad is the first ever motorcycle
manufacturer to join multi-brand online
ordering portal partslink24. partslink24
allows independent workshops to purchase
original BMW Motorrad parts and accessories
directly from the authorised BMW Motorrad
dealers any time and any day of the week.
Until now, the partslink24 service was
only available for the automobile sector.
BMW Motorrad is now the first motorcycle
manufacturer on the website.

At the EICMA, BMW Motorrad presented a
further milestone in motorcycle connectivity:
a TFT instrument cluster with smartphone
connection as could be applied to standard
BMW Motorrad models in the future. BMW
Motorrad and Robert Bosch GmbH are
collaborating in the field of pioneering display
and networking technologies since there are
signs of an increasing demand for complete
connectivity in the motorcycle area, too.
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CONCEPT CONNECTEDRIDE.
THE NEXT ADVANCEMENT IN
MOTORCYCLE CONNECTIVITY
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